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Northern Ireland
Planning pre April 2015
• 1973 – 2015 Unitary Planning Authority
• DOE – Central Government
– Legislation
– Regional Planning Policy
– Local Area Plans
– Development Management / Control
– Enforcement

Local Government Reform
Key Changes
1 April 2015
• 26 councils reduced to
11 new “supercouncils”
• Mid and East Antrim incorporated former Larne,
Carrickfergus and Ballymena Borough Councils
• Majority of Planning functions transferred to the new councils

• Introduced new two tier Planning System

Planning Functions remaining with
Department

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Planning Legislation
Regional Planning Policy
Regionally Significant Planning Applications
Development Plan scrutiny
Performance Management
Statutory Listing of Buildings
Oversight and call in powers

Planning Functions which Transferred
to Council
• Local Development Planning
• Development Management –

all planning applications
currently in the system, excluding regionally significant applications.

• Enforcement – all breaches of planning control.
• Conservation Areas

Development Management

Planning Applications
Who will determine them?
• Regionally Significant Applications
Department for Infrastructure
• All the rest (Major & Local)
Mid and East Antrim Borough Council

Who in Mid and East Antrim
Borough Council will decide
applications?
• The Planning Committee will decide all major
planning applications, all applications made by the
council and applications submitted by Planning
Officers and Heads of Service
• All local development applications whether for
approval or refusal are delegated to Officers, with a
number of exceptions
• Approximately 90% of
applications are delegated.

Exceptions to the Scheme of
Delegation
• Local objection raising significant material
planning considerations
• Significant departure from the Development
Plan and recommended for approval
• Applications submitted by senior council staff
• Objections from statutory consultees, where
the recommendation is to approve
• Head of Planning discretion
• Legal Agreement is required

Enforcement & the Scheme of
Delegation

• Majority of cases are minor
• Serving Notices may need to be
immediate
• Legal test for prosecutions
• Purpose is to remedy the breach not
punish the offender

Planning Committee

• The Planning Committee meets on a monthly basis

• The Planning Committee comprises of 12 Members
• Planning Committee meetings take place in the
Council Chamber, the Braid, Ballymena

Can public lobby Council
Members?
• YES – preferably those Members not on the Planning
Committee. If a Committee Member wishes to speak in
support or against an application in order to influence the
decision they must declare an interest and not vote on the
application.
• Members can address the Planning Committee
as per the agreed protocol.
• Such addresses will be limited to 4 minutes and
where more than one Member wants to speak
on an argument they will be asked to split the time.

Material Planning Considerations
•
•
•
•
•

Local Development Plan
Planning Policy Statements & SPPS
Loss of Sunlight and Overshadowing
Overlooking and loss of privacy
Noise and disturbance

Non Material
•
•
•
•

Loss of property value
Loss of view
Private issues between neighbours e.g. boundary dispute
Non planning matters covered by other regulations

Conditions
• Legal Tests:
1. Necessary
2. Relevant to Planning
3. Relevant to the Development to be permitted
4. Enforceable
5. Precise; and
6. Reasonable in all other respects

Robust Planning Decisions
• At Planning Committee, the Members are the decision
makers – not the planning officers

• Use your officers and legal advisor to guide you
• Give sound reasons – engage with policy and use this as
your road map to develop your reasons
• Recent commentary from PAC – critical of Members

Case Study (1)
•

Stuart Knox v Causeway Coast & Glens BC [2019] NIQB 34 (the “Seymour
Sweeney case”)
– Planning Committee overturns refusal recommendation – reasons
given:
• “…that the Committee has taken into consideration and
disagrees with the reasons for the recommendation set out in
section 9 and guidance in section 7 and 8 and resolves to
APPROVE planning permission for the following reasons….:
– Consider that the conversation of the barn is acceptable in
principle.
– No policy requirement for private amenity space.
– Proposed development would be an improvement to what
currently on site”.
– Judge ruled that reasons given “passed muster” and the minimum
requirements had been met – not ideal and unlikely to be accepted
in future (context of BCC v PAC below)

Case Study (2)
• Belfast City Council v Planning Appeals Commission [2018]
NIQB 17
– Case took first detailed look at the planning decision
making process post April 2015;
– Some acknowledgement of and “grace” given by the fact
that the system was “new” in NI – not a full indemnity;
– Importance of ensuring Planning Committee
reasoning/decision making is clear – cannot just simply be
a record of the “show of hands at the vote” and must be
properly substantiated.
– Use the tools available to you – planning officers, legal
advisor, site visits etc

Pre-determination Hearings
1. Mandatory
• applications referred back to Council from DfI
following call-in consideration
2. Discretionary
• Can be used voluntarily to enhance public
participation in the decision making process.
• Rarely used
3. Some similarities to the PAC format for
public enquiry

Planning Agreements
•
•
•
•

Section 76 Planning Agreements
Is this the right model for Northern Ireland
Power is still centralised in NI
Leadership from the Department with
regionally significant applications
• Community Infrastructure levy more
appropriate?

Condition or S76 Agreement?
• Rule of thumb: where both can be used a
condition should prevail – S76 is not a
replacement
• If it is not possible to condition e.g. land outside
site boundary, removal of planning rights – then
S76 more appropriate
• Conditions form part of the ultimate permission
and can be appealed/amended by application
• S76 much more difficult to change/remove and
bind successors-in-title

Thank you for listening
Any Questions?
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Content
• What is a Local Development Plan?

• What is the Plan-making Process?
• Preparing a ‘Sound’ Plan
• Engaging in the Plan-Making Process
• Risks to the Process

What is a Local Development Plan?

What is a Local Development Plan?

What topics will it cover?
• Housing
• Archaeology/Built Heritage
• Coastal Development
• Advertisements
• Development in the Countryside
• Economic Development, Industry & Commerce
• Flood risk
• Minerals
• Natural Heritage
• Open Space, Sport and recreation
• Renewable Energy
• Telecommunications/Utilities
• Tourism
• Town Centres & Retailing
• Transport
• Waste Management

What is the Plan-Making Process?

Draft – Adoption: The Key Stages

Preparing a Sound Plan

Procedural Tests
• In determining whether a plan can be adopted the
Planning Appeals Commission will consider whether
or not the plan is Sound.

• Has the plan been prepared in accordance with the
Council timetable and Statement of Community
Involvement?

• 3 key areas to be assessed:

• Has the Council prepared its Preferred Options
Paper and taken in to account representations
made?

– Have the procedural tests been met?
– It the plan consistent?
– Is the plan coherent and effective?

• Has the plan been subject of a Sustainability
Appraisal.?
• Did the council comply with the regulations on the
form and content of its DPD and procedure for
preparing the DPD?

Preparing a Sound Plan

Consistency Tests

Coherence and Effectiveness Tests

• Did the Council take account of the Regional
Development Strategy?

• The DPD sets out a coherent strategy from which its
policies and allocations flow and where cross
boundary issues are relevant it is not in conflict with
the DPDs of neighbouring authorities.

• Did the council take account of the Community
Plan?
• Did the council take account of policy and guidance
issued by the Department?
• Has the plan had regard to other relevant plans,
policies and strategies relating to the council’s
district or to any adjoining council’s district?

• The strategy, policies and allocations are realistic
and appropriate having considered the relevant
alternatives and are founded on a robust evidence
base.
• There are clear mechanisms for implementation
and monitoring.
• It is reasonably flexible to enable it to deal with
changing circumstances.

Engaging in the Plan-making Process

Engagement is critical to the success of the new Local Development Plan

•
•
•
•
•

Local DEA Engagement
Consultee Engagement
Developer Engagement
Member Engagement
Engaging our neighbours

Engaging in the Plan-making Process

Statutory consultation

What are the Risks to the Process

• Delay in getting the evidence right

• Resourcing
• Conflicts with Regional Policy
• Change of guidance at department level
• Political uncertainty and conflict
• New processes – the unknown

• Legal Challenge post adoption

Conclusions
• All 11 Councils have published
Preferred Options Papers
• 7 Councils have published Draft
Plan Strategy and some or
having consultation on further
changes with IE process
expected to comments in 2021.
• Plan-making is place shaping –
important to get it right to
support the future of your area
• Engagement across all levels and
sectors is crucial
• Robust, up to date evidence
forms the basis for a robust
‘sound’ plan. I

Thank You
For more information
Contact
Emma Walker - emma.walker@turley.co.uk
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Learning Outcomes
Learning together to build shared understanding
This session should enable participants will be able to:
• Appreciate the value and aims of various ‘place-shaping’
instruments/processes operating within councils
• Understand the (statutory and practical) linkages between
community planning and local development planning

• Recgonise linkages with other planning activities carried out
by the Department for Infrastructure and by the Department
for Communities at regional and local level
• Demonstrate awareness of ways to get involved in these
planning processes

Setting Context
Where have we got to?
•

Local Government administration undergoing an improvement journey

•

Governance restructuring and service delivery reform across devolved UK
nations

•

Focus on achieving alignment across service provision through better policy
integration and collaborative working
• E.g. 2006 Beecham Review (Wales) piloting of Local Service Boards, highlighting
the need for a “better buy in from local partners, including those at a strategic
level, as well as the engagement of health bodies.”

•

New thinking around, and focus on, outcomes
• E.g. National Performance Framework (Scotland) – reflecting the Stiglitz
Commission (2009) …the time is ripe for our measurement system to shift
emphasis from measuring economic production to measuring people’s wellbeing. And measures of well-being should be put in a context of sustainability

•

Greater emphasise on performance because of shift towards alignment and
outcomes

Setting Context
Direction of travel… towards
more sustainable development
and resilient places

Setting Context
•
•
•
•

COVID-19

Highlighted the importance of local places
Access to – and value of – quality green and blue spaces
Rethinking infrastructure to promote a more local lifestyle
Heightened appreciation of well-being

Building Understanding
Short Task (2 minutes)
• What do each of the following planning related activities
mean to you?
Local Development
Planning

is…

Community Planning

is…

Regeneration

is…

Community Planning
• What is it?
• What are the statutory and practical links between community
planning and local development planning?
• What are the best ways to ensure synergies?

Disentangling planning definitions
Central
Government

Developing a shared understanding
• Strategic Planning: the territorial management of land use and spatial
development with a more strategic (regional/national) and integrative perspective,
guiding and influencing sustainable development and investment decisions

Local
communities

Local
Government

•

(Land Use / Spatial / Development)
Planning: the regulation and forward
management of land development in
the public interest, linking with other
sectors, e.g. local economic
development, regeneration and local
service delivery (community planning),
furthering sustainable development and
promoting well-being

• Community Planning: integrated
service provision, promoting
partnership working that identifies
long-term objectives for improving
social, economic and environmental
well-being of a district for achieving
sustainable development

• Community-Led Planning: an engagement process that enables local people to
work together to consider their needs and develop a (statutory/non-statutory) plan

Land Use Planning & Community Planning

“...formulate and co-ordinate
policy for securing the
orderly and consistent
development of land... with
the objective of furthering
sustainable development
and promoting or improving
well-being.”

“...identify long-term
objectives for improving
social, economic and
environmental well-being
of the district...for
contributing to the
achievement of sustainable
development.”

Community Planning = Well-being Outcomes

National Planning Framework is ‘an international
leader in wellbeing measurement’
(Carnegie UK, 2013)

https://www.executiveoffice-ni.gov.uk/sites/default/files/publications/execoffice/outcomes-delivery-plan-2018-19.pdf

Statutory Link = Connected Plans
(Source: Adapted from Rafferty & Lloyd, 2013)
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How will link work in practice?
Linkage between the LDP and Community Plan
“the local development plan provides the spatial strategy for the community
plan, flowing from the vision for the council area and its communities, and
linking public and private sector investment through the land use
planning system”
Department of the Environment (2015) Statutory Guidance for the Operation of Community Planning

“The local development plan system aims to move away from a narrow land
use focus towards a ‘place shaping’ approach which incorporates a spatial
analysis and visioning process. The new style of local development plans
provides a unique opportunity for a council to genuinely shape places for local
communities and will enable them to adopt a joined up approach,
incorporating linkages to other functions such as regeneration, local economic
development and community planning.”
Development Plan Practice Note 1 (April 2015: 8-9)

e.g.

Planning functions in your context
Strategic Regional Documents
Statutory: e.g. Programme for Government; Regional Development Strategy; PPSs/SPPS, etc.
Supplementary Planning Guidance: e.g. Living Places; Building On Tradition - A Sustainable Design Guide for the NI Countryside; DCANs
Council’s responsibilities

Other relevant strategies
e.g. Corporate Plan,
NIHE’s Housing
Investment Plans, etc.

Community Plan

Delivery plans
(including interventions &
investment programmes

Local Development Plan
Plan Strategy
Local Policies Plan

Development Management
(action to deliver desired outcomes - including influencing
proposals, planning decisions, planning gain, promotion of
high quality design)
Planning Committee

Practical Example
Connswater Community Greenway
•

Environmental and physical improvements to the
built environment, creating the following outcomes:
•

Benefits for 40,835+ people

•

A 9km linear park, a wildlife corridor

•

Connecting 124Ha of open space

•

Approx. 30 new bridges

•

Serving 26 schools and colleges

•

19kms of foot and cycle paths

•

5kms of clean rivers

•

6 Tourism & Heritage trails

•

A new civic square

•

An integrated flood alleviation scheme

Designed so that the outcomes enhance social,
economic and environmental well-being

Importance of ‘local’ for Wellbeing
Giving the local its place in promoting wellbeing

“…wellbeing as ‘a description of social
progress in terms of improvements in quality
of life, material conditions and sustainability’
(OECD, 2015). While policies at jurisdictional
levels are important for these factors,
individual wellbeing is also shaped at a
very localised level. … Where we live – the
very streets and neighbourhoods – matter
and have an impact on our wellbeing.”
[emphasis added]

!

Place – ‘the local’ – is where people express positive or
negative social, economic and environmental wellbeing!

Source: Rebekah Menzies (2016) Developing wellbeing frameworks for cities and regions, What Works Wellbeing. Available at:
https://whatworkswellbeing.org/2016/10/05/developing-wellbeing-frameworks-for-cities-and-regions/

Regeneration
• What is it?
• How is regeneration delivered in Northern Ireland?
• What can we learn from regeneration in Scotland?

Regeneration
Department for Communities (DfC)
“activities that reverse economic, social and physical decline in areas
where market forces will not do this without the support of government”
• Economic - strengthen the local economy and create wealth by
tackling worklessness and promoting job creation. It also aims to
change behaviour, encouraging and supporting people to become
more entrepreneurial
• Social - improving conditions for communities and neighbourhoods
through creating safer environments and better coordinating public
services
• Physical - improving the physical fabric of buildings and the public
realm to create attractive, safe and sustainable places in which to
live, work and visit

Towards a holistic approach to regeneration

Councils should…
“…utilise development planning, regeneration and development
management powers to contribute to the creation of an
environment that: is accessible to all and enhances opportunities
for shared communities; has a high standard of connectivity, and
supports shared use of public realm. Regeneration initiatives
should aim to address environmental issues by improving
areas characterised by substandard living environments, insular
layouts and poor connectivity. However, for these initiatives to
be fully successful they should also seek to address the
social and economic challenges of multiple deprivation and
social exclusion.”

Department of the Environment (2015) Strategic Planning Policy Statement for Northern Ireland (SPPS). Belfast: DoE.: 18

DfC Regeneration Plans
Consist of:
• Neighbourhood Renewal
• Town centre regeneration
• Capital investment (Public Realm
Improvements)
• Social inclusion and poverty reduction
• Business Improvement Districts (BIDs)
• PEACE Programmes (Creating
Shared Public Spaces)

Linking Planning and Regeneration
“There are opportunities through planning and regeneration processes to
increase equality of opportunity and contribute to a breakdown of the
physical and psychological aspects of division”
(Belfast City Council’s Local Development Plan – Preferred Options Paper)

•

Planning should be considered a supporting mechanism for
regenerating places to attract high quality social, economic and
environmental investments

•

Aim for each council, within the framework of community planning, is to
shape places for local communities through linkages to other functions,
such as regeneration, local economic development and land use
planning

•

Consider how regeneration investment contributes to reducing
inequalities and improving wellbeing

Challenging…but not impossible
• Effective partnership working lie at a local level
• local authorities, CPPs and others to ensure that the right
collaborations are in place
• ‘Joining the dots’
• linking council functions (e.g. economic, community
development, parks, etc.) with community planning and local
development planning

• Iterative and Incremental regeneration approaches
• ‘The Art of Muddling Through’

Key ingredients
For Local Development Planning, Community
Planning and Regeneration
• Proactive engagement early in projects/processes
• Aligning regeneration actions to other plans (outcomes)
• Working in partnership to create added value

• Creating appropriate delivery vehicles
• Shared place-based leadership

Getting Involved and
Accessing Support
• Ways to get involved in planning processes
• Achieving alignments and delivering on outcomes
• What support and resources are available?

You play a crucial leadership role in place shaping
Each council in Northern Ireland has committee structures for progressing community planning, and a
planning committee, charged with approval and oversight of the local development plan, as well as
consideration of, and decision on, planning applications and enforcement.
As a councillor, you should use the following points to help you consider how you can get involved and
access support to deliver sustainable development and well-being outcomes in both:
Community Planning

Spatial Planning / Land Use Planning

1.

Ensure that you are clear about your
role and are able to explain it to others.

1.

Ensure that you are clear about your role and are able
to explain it to others.

2.

Get involved. Talk to your residents and
organisations linked to your local area
and help them become aware of
community planning.

2.

Get involved. Talk to your residents and local
businesses and help them become more aware of
planning structures and its purpose.

3.

Find out the timescale and status of your Council’s
Local Development Plan and note any emerging
themes.

4.

Work in partnership with your officers and apply
constructive challenge when necessary.

5.

Whilst complying with standards like the Code of
Conduct, work with developers, other stakeholders and
officers to ensure sustainable local benefits from new
development.

6.

Understand the implications of the Planning (NI) Act
2011 and the Local Government NI Act 2014, and the
opportunities for your council area and your
neighbourhood.

3.

4.

Elected members engaged in
community planning structures are well
positioned to provide a deeper
understanding (provide greater context
to ‘the story’) of local areas they
represent, which is vital for designing
impactful solutions to some of the
complex issues that communities are
dealing with.
Work in partnership with your officers
and apply constructive challenge when
necessary

Creating successful conditions
‘Golden Thread’ alignment
NI GOVERNMENT

Local Development Plan

COMMUNITY PLANNING
PARTNERSHIPS

Community Plan

Robustness of the LDP
Tests of Soundness
1.

Procedural Tests
•
In accordance with timetable and Statement of Community Involvement (SCI)?
•
Preparation of Prepared Options Paper (POP) and taken into consideration any
representations?
•
Subject to sustainability appraisal and SEA?

2.

Consistency tests
•
Has the plan taken into account:
•
Regional Development Strategy?
•
Community Plan?
•
Departmental Policy and Guidance?
•
Plans, policies and strategies of adjoining councils?
•
Rules and regulations on plan preparation and content?

3.

Coherence and effectiveness tests
•
Does the plan flow from a clear strategy and not conflict with neighbouring councils
where there are cross-boundary issues?
•
Is it based on robust evidence, and realistic and appropriate?
•
Does the plan have clear mechanisms for implementation and monitoring?
•
Is it reasonably flexible to enable it to deal with changing circumstances?

How good is your place? The Place Standard tool

Source: https://youtu.be/kbEh9wv60Lc

‘Takeaway’ Task: Place Standard
Try the tool where you live
Access a pdf of the Place
Standard via:
https://www.placestandard.scot/pla
ce-standard.pdf
Think about the following
questions:
• Does this tool help you better
understand how a place
functions?
• Can it help to better connect
community planning, local
development planning and
regeneration functions?

Summary
Key learning
Different planning regimes, but shared outcomes
• Community Planning, Local Development Planning and
Regeneration, but all trying to enhance social, economic and
environmental wellbeing
Wellbeing
• the outcomes (in community plan/local development
plan/regeneration strategy) are expressions of wellbeing
Working collaboratively
• Working with others to understand how places function, what are the
assets and what needs to be achieved to improve wellbeing
Engagement
• Early, meaningful engagement is crucial to collectively understand
the challenges and co-design solutions/actions

Learning Resources
NILGA (2019) Councillor Guide 2019. Available at:
https://www.nilga.org/media/1762/nilga_cg_update_30519_linked-lr.pdf
Department of the Environment (2015) Statutory Guidance For The Operation of Community Planning
Local Government Act (Northern Ireland) 2014. Available at:
https://www.communities-ni.gov.uk/sites/default/files/publications/doe/council-circular-lg2815.pdf
NILGA’s Planning Resources. Available at: https://www.nilga.org/planning
Department of the Environment (2015) Application of the Councillors’ Code of Conduct with regard to
Planning Matters - Summary of Dos and Don’ts. Available at:
https://www.planningni.gov.uk/index/about/aboutreform/summary_of_dos_and_don_ts_planning_element_of_councillors__code_of_conduct.pdf
Department for Communities’ Regeneration website. Available at: https://www.communitiesni.gov.uk/topics/regeneration
Place Standard Tool. Available at: https://www.placestandard.scot/
RTPI Northern Ireland (2020) Plan The World We Need. Available at:
https://www.rtpi.org.uk/media/5729/ni-plan-the-world-we-need-final.pdf

Thank you for listening and
participating

NILGA Local Planning Programme
for Elected Members
The Role and Work of the
Planning Appeals Commission
18th August 2020
Pamela O’Donnell
Principal Commissioner

What do you know about the
Planning Appeals Commission?
• Statutory tribunal, independent of any government
department or agency
• 14 Commissioners
• Planners, architect, environmental scientist
• Support staff are Department of Justice civil servants
• Our website gives information on Commissioners,
functions, allocations, decisions and much more!

Functions of the Commission
• We make decisions on planning and other
environmentally related appeals.
• We report with recommendations on major
planning applications and the soundness of
local development plans.

Rules of Natural Justice
• Openness
• Fairness
• Impartiality

Appeal Procedures
• Written representations with and without an
accompanied site visit.
• Formal and informal hearings.
• Nearly all appeals are decided by a single
Commissioner on behalf of the Commission.

What to Expect at an
Informal Hearing
• The Commissioner will identify main issues
and matters to be investigated.
• The Commissioner will lead a round-table
discussion.
• You may ask questions through the chair but
no cross-examination or formal legal
submissions will be necessary.
• The Commissioner may adjourn the hearing to
the site if deemed necessary.

A Good Expert Witness - 1
•
•
•
•
•
•

Is professional and preferably experienced.
Is prepared.
Sticks to own expertise.
Is consistent.
Is courteous.
Is cool headed.

A Good Expert Witness - 2
•
•
•
•
•

Expresses opinions moderately.
Answers the question.
Keeps the answer short.
Avoids or explains technical jargon.
Tells and accepts the truth.

The Decision Making Process
• We operate within the context of statute.
• We have regard to relevant policy and
guidance.
• We weigh and balance all relevant evidence
using our experience and judgment to reach a
reasoned decision.

Award of Costs
 Scope
 Purpose
 Unreasonable Behaviour
 Unnecessary or Wasted Expenses
 Making and Responding to a Claim
 Decision and Aftermath

Any Questions?

The LG Commissioner
The Ombudsman
Judicial Review

Diana Fitzsimons MA MSc FRICS FRTPI
Visiting Professor Ulster University

Content of Session

• The LG Commissioner for Standards
• Planning relevant parts of the NI Local Government
Code of Conduct for Councillors 2014 and the
Guidance Note on this Code
• The Ombudsman
• Judicial review

The LG Commissioner
• Investigates and adjudicates on complaints that
Councillors have failed to comply with the Code
• Councillors can be suspended or disqualified or
be required to take more training
• In relation to planning matters certain Rules of
the Code are specifically referred to :
– Disclosure and Declarations of Interest (Part 6)
– Lobbying and Access to Councillors (Part 7)
– Decision making (Part 8)

Code Part 6 Disclosure and Declaration of
Interests
• You must declare any direct or indirect pecuniary interest
and withdraw for the meeting whilst the matter is being
discussed and voted on (Code para 6.1 amd 6.2)

• Must declare any significant private or personal non
pecuniary interest and withdraw from the meeting when the
matter is being discussed (code para 6.3)
• The meaning of “Significant” above is set out in the Code at
para 5.2. It is “significant” if a decision on a matter might
reasonably be considered to benefit you to a greater extent
than other council constituents.

Code Part 7 - Lobbying and Access to
Councillors
If you are lobbied on planning applications and you
have a role in the decision making, you must:
1) Make it clear that you are not in a position to lend
support for or against the application
2) Direct the representation to a planning officer
3) Make a note of any telephone calls and give to
planning officer

Lobbying - If You Are a Member of PC
Must not :
• Make up your mind on the planning application
before the PC meeting and you have read/heard
and considered all relevant information
• Organise support or opposition
• Act as an advocate for a particular outcome
• Lobby other councillors about the application
• Comply with your party’s group decisions in
contrary to your own views

Lobbying - if you are a member of PC
You can:
• Listen to views expressed and formally record
• Give advice about relevant planning policies
and formally record
• Seek factual information about the progress of
the case
• Refer the person to the planning officer and
inform the planning officer
• Decide not to take part in the decision making
of the PC if you have a predetermined interest
– if so can speak on views and leave

Code Part 8 – Decision Making
• Must make decisions objectively and in the public
interest – on the basis of the merits of the
circumstances involved
• Have regard to any relevant advice by Council
officers/ legal advisers
• Take into account only relevant material
considerations and discount irrelevant or
immaterial considerations
• Give adequate reasons for decisions
• Do not demonstrate actual or perceived bias
• Keep an open mind and listen to all arguments,
evidence etc before making a decision at PC.

LG Ombudsman
• Independent review of potential maladministration
• Committed to ensuring that public services improve
• Ombudsman can’t challenge a discretionary planning
decision based on professional judgement unless
errors in the decision making process
• Can’t quash a planning decision
• Can conduct an investigation if reasonable suspicion
that there is systemic maladministration even if no
complaint received.
• Can award compensation payments to complainant
• Can require Councillors involved to pay damages or be
disqualified for a period

Recent planning investigation by
Ombudsman – Mid & East Antrim
• Neighbour complained that the Council did not
properly consider the impact of a proposed house
extension on their privacy
• Complained they had not been informed about
changes to the plans and that the Council had not
taken appropriate action about a breach of planning
permission
• Ombudsman investigated and found the Council had
processed the application properly and dealt fairly with
the alleged breach of planning permission
• Identified failures in the Council’s record keeping and
complaint handling and recommended an apology to
the complainants

Judicial review
• Can be used to challenge any decision of the
Council
• There is a three month period to bring a JR (no
longer need to be prompt)
• New Practice Direction sets out strict procedures
to be followed
• Main source of JR is personal litigants and
environmental groups applying for Protected Cost
Orders
• A Council can JR its own decision

The process
Disputed decision made

Exhaust all available remedies
Pre action protocols

Application for leave

Leave hearing
Substantive hearing

Grounds for Judicial Review
• Acted Illegality
• Acted Irrationality
• Acted with Procedural Impropriety
• Acted contrary to Legitimate Expectation

Judicial Review
• About the lawfulness of a decision, not whether
it was right
• Has the law been correctly understood?
• Have relevant matters been considered?
• Were policies correctly interpreted?
• Is the decision one which no authority would
reasonably have made?
• Were procedures followed correctly?
• Were reasons adequate and intelligible?

Remedies and Award of Costs
•
•
•
•

Quashing orders
Prohibiting orders
Mandatory orders
A declaration

• Judge decides on who pays costs – the general rule is
the losing party will pay all or a proportion of the other
party’s costs as well as their own. If the applicant is on
legal aid, the respondent usually does not recover costs
even if successful.

JR Example - An Application by Rural
Integrity (Lisburn 01) Ltd (2017) NIQB133
• Challenge to a decision taken by LCCC PC to grant
planning permission of the removal of a condition
attached to permission for a holiday home development
at Hillsborough
• Applicant was a limited company represented by Mr
Duff, a personal litigant
• A no. of grounds of challenge, including a breach of the
Code of Conduct
• Two PC members had previously submitted letters of
support for the wider development related to the
decision

Rural Integrity (cont)
• The 2 members did not declare their interest at the
PC meeting
• They participated in the discussion and voted to
approve the application
• LCCC Chief Exec also JR’d Council’s own decision on
grounds of Breach of Code
• Judge quashed planning decision
• Application to be reconsidered taking account of all
the other points raised by Rural Integrity

JR Example – Duty to Give Reasons
Dover DC, China Gateway International Ltd v CPRE
Kent (2017) UKSC 79
• Central Issue – whether the information provided
by the authority leaves room for genuine doubt as
to what it has decided and why?
• PC rejected the advice of its officers and resolved
to grant PP for the development (350 houses in
AONB with huge public opposition)
• Decision notice contained no formal statement of
the reasons for the grant of permission

Duty to Give Reasons - China Gateway
(cont)
• Defect in reasons went to the heart of the justification
for the permission and undermined its validity
• Duty to give reasons typically arises where permission is
granted in the face of substantial opposition; against the
advice of officers, where development involves a major
departure from the development plan or policies of
recognised public importance etc
• Inadequate reasons will provide objectors with potential
grounds for a successful JR

JR Example - Stuart Knox v Causeway Coast
and Glens BC
• FPP granted for change of use and alteration of
vernacular building to dwelling – site within a Distinctive
Landscape Setting of the Giant’s Causeway and protected
by policy in the LDP
• Issue - failure to give reasons

• Planning officer report refers to full policy context and
recommends refusal on 3 grounds
• No audio recording of PC but brief minutes

S Knox (Cont)
Judge decided

• Inter alia the Council’s Protocol of 2017 subjected the PC to a legal
obligation to give reasons for its decision
• The decision of the PC was against the advice of officers and a
major departure from the LDP as in conflict with a policy to protect
the Giants Causeway WHS
• However – by a bare minimum, the “reasons” amounting to 29
words in the minutes were held sufficiently clear, coherent and
intelligible to pass muster but could very easily have been
elaborated on and the JR avoided
• Forseeable that in future cases the Chair of PC should write the
affidavit rather than the HoP who wasn’t the decision maker. This
possibility should serve to improve the minuted reasons for Council
planning decisions.

Thank You

